Purpose: The dose-averaged linear energy transfer (LET D ) is frequently used as representative quantity for the biological effectiveness of a radiation field. Moreover, relative biological effectiveness (RBE) values measured or calculated in mixed radiation fields are typically plotted vs the LET D . In this study, we will investigate whether the LET D is an appropriate quantity to describe the RBE of any mixed radiation field of protons and heavier ions and discuss potential limitations. Methods: To study the reliability of LET D , we investigate model predictions of RBE in monoenergetic beams under track segment conditions and pristine Bragg peaks as well as spread out Bragg peaks (SOBP) in water. Both, the pristine Bragg peaks and the SOBPs are regarded as mixed radiation fields in this analysis, that is, they are characterized by a certain width of the energy spectrum of the projectile, although the underlying energy distribution is much broader in the case of an SOBP as compared to a pristine peak. For both cases, the corresponding RBE values are compared to those of strictly monoenergetic particles under track segment conditions, characterized by a single LET value. For the planning we use the treatment planning software TRiP98 together with the Local Effect Model to predict the RBE of protons, helium, and carbon ions. We further compare our model predictions for protons with a simplistic linear RBE-LET relationship representative for the phenomenological models in literature. Results: Regarding pristine Bragg peaks in water, the deviations in RBE compared to monoenergetic particles under track segment conditions for the same LET value are low (mostly 0-5%), except for the distal fall-off region. The situation changes in SOBPs for which we found deviations in the order of up to 25% for the lighter particles and even more pronounced deviations for heavier particles like carbon ions. Conclusions: The analysis showed that LET D is a sufficiently accurate predictor for RBE only in regions with comparably narrow, but not in regions with broad, LET distribution as in a single SOBP or in multiple overlapping fields. The deviations are caused by the nonlinearity of the RBE(LET) relationship in the case of track segment conditions. Thus, independent of the underlying RBE model and the particle type regarded, as long as the RBE(LET) relationship deviates from being purely linear, LET D is not a good predictor for RBE, and especially for heavier particles like carbon ions knowledge of the underlying LET distribution is mandatory to describe the RBE in mixed radiation fields.
INTRODUCTION
The integration of biological optimization in treatment planning systems in proton and ion beam therapy is gaining interest. For biological optimization in proton therapy, mostly phenomenological models are used [1] [2] [3] [4] to estimate the relative biological effectiveness (RBE) for the irradiated tissue. Commonly in these models, RBE values are characterized based on a linear relationship with the dose-averaged linear energy transfer (LET D ). 5 LET D is an average value of polyenergetic particle tracks and is thus combining different beam qualities contributing to cell kill in a single value. This raises the question if it can be used as a good predictor for RBE of any mixed radiation field of protons, but especially also for heavier particles like helium or carbon ions. In the case of heavier particles (Z ≥ 2) a saturation of RBE is seen with increasing LET but even for protons, evidence for a purely linear relationship between RBE and LET, which might justify a simplistic approach of using a dose-averaged LET value, is scarce since in most of the experiments the measured LET range is just a small cutout of the whole bandwidth. Due to the higher complexity of the radiation fields, for treatment planning, for example, in carbon ion therapy more sophisticated approaches might be required. For example, the treatment planning system TRiP98 6 together with the Local Effect Model (LEM) is directly taking the energy and particle distribution at each point of the radiation field into account to calculate RBE and optimize a biological effective dose distribution, assuming that the beam mixing model of Zaider & Rossi 7 is valid for charged particles. In this work, we use this planning environment to compare expected RBE values for different compositions of the radiation field that are characterized by the same LET D value and tackle the question, whether LET D is a reliable descriptor of the RBE of mixed radiation fields. We further compare our model predictions with a purely linear RBE(LET) relationship representative for the phenomenological models in literature and discuss the impact of features of the LET distribution and the shape of the monoenergetic RBE(LET) relationship on the expected RBE(LET D ) relationship in mixed radiation fields, that is, beams of the same projectile ion, but with a broad energy distribution. The clinical impact is beyond the scope of this paper but will be further analyzed in subsequent studies.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.A. Quantities
The LET is given in a good approximation by the stopping power of a particle with energy E which is defined as the energy dE transferred to an irradiated material per unit path dx of the particle track. In the case of mixed fields, two average values of LET are commonly used. The first is the so called track averaged LET, which is the fluence-weighted mean value of the particle LET distribution at location z in the radiation field with contributing particle species i LET T z ð Þ ¼
Since the biological effectiveness of a radiation field is mainly determined by the high-LET particles in the distribution due to their higher contribution to dose per particle, the dose-averaged LET seems a better quantity to relate biological effects to the radiation quality of the ion beams. 8 The LET D is defined as
for a radiation field consisting of dose contributions D i from all particle species i with energy E at location z. For monoenergetic particles LET T ¼ LET D .
2.B. LEM and treatment planning
To investigate the suitability of LET D as a predictor for RBE in mixed radiation fields, this analysis was performed using the TRiP98 treatment planning environment in combination with the (LEM IV) in its recent version 9 as a biological model to predict the RBE for monoenergetic protons, helium and carbon ions. 10 The LEM has shown to be a suitable predictor for the RBE of not only carbon ions 9, 11 but also helium ions and protons in various publications. [12] [13] [14] We characterized radiation quality by two common RBE reference values, that is, RBE a and RBE 10 . The RBE a is the maximum RBE value defined by the ratio of the initial slopes a of the linearquadratic model (LQ) describing the dose-response relationship of the ion a I and a reference radiation a Ref as, for example, photons, respectively.
The RBE 10 is defined by the ratio of doses required to achieve a 10% survival level with a reference radiation as photons of dose D Ref and an ion radiation of dose D I , respectively.
We analyzed the RBE(LET) relationships predicted by the LEM starting from strictly monoenergetic particle beams under track segment conditions, characterized by a single reference value LET 0 ; this RBE(LET 0 ) relationship served as reference for a hypothetical mixed field RBE(LET D ) relationship characterized by a single-valued LET 0 LET D . In the next step, we investigated pristine Bragg peaks in water, which are initially monoenergetic but create a mixed radiation field along their path due to nuclear fragmentation, multiple scattering, and straggling. Finally, we considered a mixed radiation field resulting from the irradiation of a 50 mm 9 50 mm 9 60 mm target at a center position of 100 mm in depth with a spread out Bragg peak (SOBP) consisting of particle beams with different primary beam energies. Target irradiation with one and two opposing fields was assumed. The primary beam energies of the pristine particle beams were chosen in a way that the range in water is equivalent to~72 and~130 mm for protons, helium, and carbon ions, respectively. These energies were chosen as they represent typical target depths in head and neck tumors. For the RBE prediction in this analysis, we chose hypothetical cell types with a low and high photon a/b ratio of 2 and 10 Gy; the corresponding photon linear-quadratic-linear parameters for the LEM prediction, a c , b c , and D t , are given in Table I . The transition dose D t describes the dose above which the dose-response relationship turns into a purely linear shape. All other parameters of the LEM are kept constant and are chosen as described in Els€ asser et al. 9 Calculations included the contribution of projectile fragments, as they significantly contribute to the depth dose in particular in the tail beyond the Bragg peak, whereas target fragments show a substantially lower dose contribution and are therefore not taken into account. Thus, fragmentation was only regarded for helium and carbon ions. We used the software ATIMA to convert energy to stopping power for mononenergetic particles and used this value as the monoenergetic LET under track segment conditions LET 0.
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Since, especially in proton beam therapy the potential nonlinearity of the RBE(LET 0 ) relationship is considered to be of main relevance, we investigate the impact of the curvature of the RBE(LET 0 ) relationship additionally to the RBE(LET 0 ) dependence predicted by the LEM. Therefore, we assumed a hypothetical linear RBE(LET 0 ) dependence with a slope of 0.372 for protons in subsequent analysis and calculated the RBE(LET D ) relation for the same proton SOBP as described above. The slope results from a linear fit to the RBE a (LET 0 ) relationship for protons in Fig. 1 . Furthermore, we analyzed the main impact factors on the RBE(LET D ) relationship (particle type independent) by several idealized cases with combinations of artificial assumptions concerning the RBE(LET 0 ) shape and the LET distribution in mixed radiation fields. Figure 1 shows the RBE a (LET 0 ) relationship as predicted by the LEM for monoenergetic protons, helium, and carbon ions under track segment conditions, respectively. For all ions regarded, the RBE is initially nonlinear increasing as a function of LET and each ion type shows a distinct RBE(LET) relationship as also demonstrated by experimental data. [16] [17] [18] For helium and carbon ions the so called "overkill-effect" leads to a decrease in RBE for LET values above 150 and 200 keV/lm, respectively. where LET is sharply increasing and dose is dropping at the same time. One has to keep in mind that this region is reflected by only a few sampled LET values, due to the drastic variation in LET in the fall-off region of the Bragg curve, describing the relationship with a corresponding uncertainty.
RESULTS
3.A. Monoenergetic beams under track segment conditions
3.B. Pristine Bragg peaks in water
For helium ions, the RBE Ref and the RBE Mix start to deviate above 20 keV/lm due to a steeper increase in RBE Ref with LET D as compared to RBE Mix . The deviation already starts shortly before the Bragg peak. This means that the RBE values in the Bragg peak region directly calculated from the distribution are lower as would be predicted simply on the basis of the LET D reference. This is due to the broad energy spread at the end of the particle range, which results in LET values covering two orders of magnitude, including very high LET values covering the overkill regime and thus leading to a drop of the RBE Mix .
Moreover, for helium ions, the dotted line illustrates the tail of projectile fragment, that is, considers ions with lower atomic mass. The dotted line demonstrates that the LET D cannot be taken as an accurate predictor of biological effectiveness for heavier ions than protons since two different RBE values regarding EC and peak region vs fragment tail share the same LET D .
Finally For all ion types analyzed, the same trends seen for the RBE a are also reflected by the RBE 10 [ Fig. 2(g)-2(i) ]. Besides, the trends observed for the LEM prediction based on a low a/b ratio of the reference irradiation are comparable to those seen for the high a/b ratio (data not shown), this is why we demonstrate our findings based on the LEM predictions for a low a/b ratio only. Figure 2 shows, that the very high-LET regions which lead to a drop of RBE due to the overkill effect, contribute to RBE Mix with approaching Bragg peak region and thus even if the LET D value would let suggest a higher RBE, it is actually lower if the RBE is calculated directly from the LET distribution. Deviations are most pronounced at LET values characterizing the region with the strongest nonlinearity of the RBE Ref (LET 0 ) relationship. This effect is even more distinct for larger mixed radiation fields, that is, in SOBPs, as will be shown in the following. The difference between the ion types is just that the underestimation followed by an overestimation of RBE Mix is observed in different regions of the irradiation field and relates to the part of the RBE(LET 0 ) relationship characterizing this region. A positive bending of the RBE(LET 0 ) relationship in the SOBP as in the case of protons and helium leads to a higher RBE Mix , whereas a negative bending in form of a saturation as in the case of carbon ions leads to a lower RBE Mix compared to RBE Ref . This aspect is explained at the end of this chapter in more detail.
3.C. SOBPs -large mixed radiation fields
Again, we observe that the deviations of RBE a,Mix to RBE a,Ref are highest in the region of the most pronounced curvature of the monoenergetic RBE(LET 0 ) distribution. This behavior will be further analyzed on the basis of an idealized case in Fig. 5 .
3.C.2. Differences between one and two field configuration
Differences between the one-and two field configuration are negligible in the EC region and within the SOBP, but get prominent at the field borders where the field composition is highly inhomogeneous compared to, that is, the SOBP center or the EC. For the two field configuration of carbon ions a clear hook is seen in the transition from EC to SOBP region which results from the contributions of very high-and very low LET particles. The hook demonstrates that especially at the field borders the biological effectiveness is difficult to depict by a mean value like the LET D rather than the complete LET distribution provided the RBE depends nonlinearly on LET. Also protons show a hook, whereas for helium a clear hook or loop is not seen. We now further analyze the impact of characteristic features of the RBE(LET 0 ) dependence on the difference between RBE Ref and RBE Mix . One of the key features of the RBE(LET 0 ) dependence as predicted by the LEM is its nonlinearity, which becomes clearly visible when replotting the data shown in Fig. 2(d) in a linear LET scale [see Fig. 4(a) ]; this nonlinearity is in accordance with recently published high-precision measurements. 19 However, the corresponding RBE Mix (LET D ) relationship of the mixed radiation field [blue line, Fig. 4(a) ] is very close to a purely linear behavior. Both curves cross at about the turning point of the RBE(LET 0 ) curve, indicating that the different curvature has an impact on the systematic shifts to higher or lower RBE Mix values as compared to the reference curve, respectively. This is further supported by data shown in Fig. 4(b) , where the same comparison is shown based on the assumption of a hypothetical, purely linear RBE(LET 0 ) reference curve. In this case, no difference is observed between RBE Ref and RBE Mix , and both curves exactly lie on top of each other. A linearization of the RBE Mix (LET D ) relationship is thus found in both cases, that is, for a nonlinear and linear RBE(LET 0 ) relationship. However, the linearization in the case of underlying nonlinear RBE(LET 0 ) relation is strongly dependent on the underlying particle composition and the complexity of the radiation field, whereas the correctness of a purely linear RBE(LET 0 ) reference curve would immediately justify the approach of the various phenomenological models found in the literature which use a linear RBE(LET D ) dependence independent on the particle composition of the radiation field. Even though parts of the reference RBE(LET 0 ) curve (black line) in Fig. 4 (a) could appear to be linear, the slope of the resulting RBE Mix (LET D ) curve (blue dotted line) deviates thus showing that a linear appearing RBE(LET 0 ) relation not necessarily can be used as surrogate for the RBE Mix (LET D ) dependence in mixed radiation fields.
The correlation between the curvature of the reference RBE(LET 0 ) relationship and the systematic shifts of RBE Mix for the situation of mixed fields is further substantiated by the comparisons shown in Fig. 5 , again based on hypothetical, extremely idealized RBE(LET 0 ) relationships composed of segments showing either a linear behavior or flat, LET-independent behavior. Appropriate combination of two segments allows representation of a positive bending at the position of the kink, LET K , (dotted line), a purely linear behavior (full line) and a negative bending at LET K (dashed line). Based on simplified, Gaussian-shaped LET distributions with different widths but same LET D value as shown in Fig. 5(a) , we determined the corresponding values of RBE Mix which are indicated for three different LET D values in Fig. 5(b) .
Clear, systematic trends become visible in this analysis:
• The difference between RBE Mix and RBE Ref becomes more pronounced with increasing width of the LET distribution.
• The difference is most pronounced at LET values showing the strongest bending of the RBE(LET 0 ) reference curve, that is, at the position of the "kink" in the case of the idealized curves in Fig. 5 .
These examples are intended to illustrate the impact of the curvature of RBE(LET 0 ) and the width of the LET distribution on the expected difference between RBE Ref and RBE Mix . In the appendix, we supply a mathematical derivation of these dependencies. For the sake of simplicity we used a secondorder polynomial to characterize the nonlinear RBE(LET 0 ) relationship with quadratic coefficient c 2 , that is, the curvature, and an LET distribution parameterized by a log-normal distribution with mean LET T and variance V. For these 
Therefore, when changing from a positive to a negative curvature, c 2 changes its sign and correspondingly the difference changes its sign as well. The change of the curvature in the RBE(LET 0 ) relationship explains the different behavior for protons and helium ions with respect to carbon ions within the SOBP region in Fig. 3 . Furthermore, the difference between RBE Ref and RBE Mix is expected to essentially depend on the relative width of the LET distribution, represented by the variance V in Eq. 5. Note that in realistic situations with multiple overlapping fields the LET distribution may be very irregular and a single relative width may not be a suitable descriptor and is used here just for pedagogical purposes.
DISCUSSION
For the calculation of the dose-averaged LET D , the second moment divided by the first moment of a LET distribution is evaluated, where the second moment is determining the variance, giving more weight to higher LET particles and their contribution to cell kill and therefore RBE. This is why the LET D can reflect the RBE(LET) relationship of a mixed field in a better way than the track average LET. Although LET D is meanwhile an established quantity it should be noted that the choice of using LET to the power of two in the fluence-weighted summation is arbitrary and has no deeper root beyond giving higher LET values a higher weight. In principle, any other power of LET might be better suited for parametrizing RBE dependence, but this has to our knowledge not been explored.
As shown in the present work, the assumption that the LET D can reflect the RBE(LET) relationship, holds with sufficient accuracy only for narrow LET distributions as they occur for single Bragg curves in water, whereas with increasing width of the LET distribution like in complex mixed radiation fields corresponding deviations can be expected. According to our model predictions with the LEM, the deviations for protons are strongly dependent on the complexity of the radiation field, that is, one or two field configuration, whereas for heavier particles like carbon, high deviations are already seen for the simpler one-field configuration. Nevertheless, in the case of a single SOBP the deviation of all ions regarded reach at least 25%. The deviations observed depend on the RBE model used for this analysis, however, two essential model independent factors could be identified, which determine these deviations: The shape of the RBE(LET 0 ) relationship of particles under track segment conditions and the width of the underlying LET distribution.
Concerning the shape of the RBE(LET 0 ) relationship, we could rigorously show that the nonlinearity of this relationship is a key determinant, and only if this dependence is purely linear, the LET D is appropriate to express the RBE in a mixed radiation field.
Furthermore, the width of the LET distribution has a significant impact on the expected difference between RBE Ref and RBE Mix . And although for Fig. 5 and in the appendix only idealized LET distributions were considered, the same systematic trends are expected to hold also for more complex LET distributions as they typically occur in overlapping SOBP or intensity modulated particle therapy (IMPT) fields in realistic patient treatment plans.
For protons, according to Figs. 2 and 3, our model calculations predict that the RBE in the Bragg peak and SOBP region is underestimated by using only LET D rather than the complete LET distribution; this is in line with conclusions reported by Mohan et al. 20 and Chaudhary et al., 21 and the same is true for helium ions. For carbon ions, however, the RBE calculated from the LET distribution in the SOBP region is smaller than the RBE for monoenergetic beams of the same LET D value, consistent with experimental findings reported by Belli et al. 22 Guan et al. 19 also discuss the reliability of LET D as predictor for RBE since they observed a significantly nonlinear RBE 
are reported. They attributed this difference to the rather narrow spectrum of the scanned beam which they used for their experiments as compared to the widely used passively scattered beams with correspondingly broader LET distribution. Likewise, Kanai et al. 23 considered the mixing of two monoenergetic beams: helium ions with a low LET value and carbon ions with a high LET value in the overkill regime. Assuming that the LET D can be used as reference, it was expected that the mixed beam shows to be more efficient than the monoenergetic high-LET carbon ion beam. However, the survival curves of the mixed beam turned out to lay in between the survival curves of the two monoenergetic components. The experiments revealed a linear increase in RBE with LET D demonstrating that the LET D as reference value was not appropriate to draw conclusions on the biological response to the mixed beam. Both studies are thus fully in line with the analysis presented here. Kanai et al. 23 and Tilly et al. 24 could further demonstrate that the explicit effect calculation for mixed beams proposed by Zaider & Rossi 7 derived from the theory of dual radiation action, as it is used in TRiP98, adequately describes the experimental data. In contrast to the simple method of using the LET D as reference value the Zaider & Rossi method fully accounts for the nonlinearity of RBE and LET during the beam mixing process. 25 This feature enables the use of any RBE model as long as LQ parameters can be derived from the model results.
Our analysis emphasizes the importance to characterize the underlying LET distribution rather than the LET D when discussing RBE values. This is also of relevance for the validation of RBE models used in treatment planning, since many empirical models in particular used for application in proton therapy assume a linear RBE(LET D ) relationship. [1] [2] [3] [4] Apart from our analysis, Rørvik et al 26 introduced a phenomenological RBE model based on the LET distribution rather than the LET D and found that nonlinear models could give a better representation of the RBE(LET) relationship in mixed radiation fields even though a linear dependency could not be rejected completely. The key question to be discussed is thus whether such a linear RBE(LET) relationship also exists for monoenergetic protons under track segment conditions which would justify the use of a linear RBE(LET D ) relationship for protons independent of the particle composition and the complexity in mixed radiation fields.
Only a few consistent datasets for monoenergetic protons exist in the literature, from which one can derive a RBE(LET 0 ) relationship under track segment conditions. Most datasets instead lack a sufficient amount of data points or range of LET values comprising both peak region and EC. Apart from the experiments of Guan et al 19 which were discussed above, one exception is the dataset derived from Chaudhary et al 21 where indeed a clear difference of RBE is seen between pristine Bragg peaks and SOBPs at the same LET value. Nevertheless, the question of linearity for monoenergetic protons cannot be answered clearly since one cell line (U87) shows a clear nonlinear relation of RBE and LET and the other (AG01522) can just as well be represented with a straight line.
Many more consistent datasets exist, however, for SOBP irradiation. Including RBE data obtained from such complex irradiation scenarios to analyze the RBE(LET) relationship for linearity has to be taken with caution: According to the results shown here, a linearization of the RBE(LET) dependence for mixed fields as compared to track segment conditions is expected. The extent of the linearization, and therefore the difference between the RBE Ref and RBE Mix curves will depend on several factors influenced by the shape of the underlying LET spectrum as, for example, the width and depth of the SOBP. This linearization is also observed in the case of carbon ion irradiation using SOBPs, for example, in experiments determining the tolerance of the rat spinal cord, 11 where at least the corresponding model calculations indicate a significant nonlinearity of the underlying track segment reference curve. However, this can probably not be experimentally validated directly as a consequence of the spatial extension of the target to be irradiated.
Calibration of empirical model parameters solely based on LET D thus will not be uniquely defined, and a transfer from one irradiation field configuration to another might thus be taken with caution. This is obviously also of relevance for comparison of experimental data which are obtained under different irradiation conditions. The PIDE database described in Friedrich et al. 27 as well as the collection presented by Paganetti 28 contain both experiments in mixed radiation fields, that is, SOBPs, and experiments under track segment conditions. If the conditions are not strictly distinguished, systematic deviations between mixed field experiments of different size, that is, SOBPs or pristine Bragg peaks in water, and experiments under track segment conditions described here might thus appear as a pronounced scatter of the data and in the worst case also lead to a distortion of the resulting RBE(LET) relationship. Hence, instead the RBE(LET 0 ) curve as a reference to analyze linearity should be preferentially investigated, only containing data taken under track segment conditions. Similar considerations might also be of relevance in the field of microdosimetric applications in ion beam therapy, where typically frequency or dose mean values of the specific energy z or lineal energy y are used to characterize the increased biological effectiveness in mixed particle fields. 29, 30 Another related issue is the impact of target fragments on the cell response and in this context the question how to process their LET contribution to the LET D value. In our analysis only projectile fragments are considered, which in the case of protons means, that only primary protons are included in the dose calculation. However, especially in the case of protons, the consideration of target fragments could drastically impact the LET D value. 31, 32 Consequently, it is not clear how to deal with these high LET contributions since the incidence of a target fragment is rare and due to its small remaining range it can at most lead to single cell inactivation; the significance for cell clusters and tissues is thus not clarified. The stochastic nature of target fragments and their inordinate high LET presumably lets the LET D further lose its predictive power as a mean, which cannot catch the cell response to these high-LET fragments likely leading to overkill.
In conclusion, our analysis showed that LET D is a reliable predictor for RBE only in regions with comparably narrow LET distributions, but not in regions with broad ones as, for example, in the SOBP and even more so for realistic treatment plans with overlapping fields as used in IMPT. One exception is the case of a purely linear LET(RBE) relationship for track segment conditions, where the underlying LET distribution can be neglected. Thus, generally, LET D is considered not to be a sufficiently accurate predictor for the RBE, and especially for heavier particles like carbon ions which show a saturation at higher LET values, knowledge of the underlying LET distribution is mandatory to describe the RBE in mixed radiation fields.
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APPENDIX IMPACT OF RBE(LET 0 ) RELATIONSHIP AND WIDTH OF THE LET DISTRIBUTION IN MIXED RADIATION FIELDS
The following equations will explain the observed systematic deviations between RBE Mix and RBE Ref . We show for the simple case of RBE a that these deviations are mainly caused by the nonlinearity of RBE(LET 0 ) under track segment conditions in combination with the width of the underlying LET distribution.
Linear RBE(LET)-relation
As a first step, we assume that the RBE Ref of monoenergetic radiation under track segment conditions of the considered particle type can be described by a purely linear relationship to LET, that is,
Then, in the case of a mixed field with a given LET spectrum at a selected location, RBE a is given as the dose weighted sum of the RBE a values of the monoenergetic beam components contributing to the mixed radiation field (Zaider & Rossi) . Inserting the previous equation we obtain
Therefore, in this case the RBE for the mixed field is identical to that under track segment conditions, if LET D is used as a representative LET value for the mixed field.
Nonlinear RBE(LET) relation
For the case of a nonlinear RBE Ref (LET) relationship of monoenergetic radiation under track segment conditions, we assume an additional quadratic component, that is
where the quadratic term introduced nonlinearity. Again, for a mixed field the proper way to calculate RBE a is to use the underlying LET distribution with
where dose is defined by D = C * LET / with / representing the particle fluence; the constant C is used for unit conversion.
Comparing the two terms we get:
As only parameter c 2 appears in this equation, it becomes clear that the nonlinear component of the RBE Ref (LET D ) dependence is responsible for the observed deviations. The meaning of the bracket term is given by the shape of the LET distribution as outlined below.
Impact of the width of the underlying LET distribution
To demonstrate the width dependence we consider a lognormal distribution of LET with parameters l and r / LET ð Þ¼ 1 rLET ffiffiffiffiffi ffi 2p p e This distribution is a mapping of a Gaussian random variable to positive values only, and the mean (often also referred as track averaged LET) and variance V are given as LET ¼ e The dose averaged LET needed to calculate RBE a;Ref LET D ð Þ is then -using a continuous instead of a discrete notationgiven by
which reflects that LET D increases due to the width of the distribution. The corresponding RBE for the mixed field is obtained as
Comparing again the two RBE terms we get:
This result reflects again that both the curvature of the monoenergetic RBE(LET) relationship as well as the width of the LET distribution lead to a deviation between the cor- Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail: r.gruen@gsi.de.
